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Technical Analysis: Price Patterns
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CONTINUATION PATTERNS 
 Forex traders continually ask themselves the question, “Can this trend 
continue?”. Deciding whether to enter a new trade in the middle of a trend 
or whether to exit the trade you are currently in and take your profits is 
difficult. You can never know if a currency pair is going to turn around and 
start moving in the opposite direction. Or can you know? 

Continuation patterns give you advanced warning when a currency pair is 
likely to resume its trend after a short consolidation period and how far 
the currency pair is likely to move in that direction. Of course, 
continuation patterns are not infallible, but they do put the odds of 
success in your favor. 

Take some time to become acquainted with the following price 
continuation patterns: 

Pennants 
Pennants are continuation patterns that form as the price of a currency 
pair moves into a tighter and tighter consolidation range. Pennants can be 
either bullish or bearish, depending on what the trend was before the 
pennant began to form. If a currency pair was in an up trend before the 
pennant began to form, it is a bullish continuation pattern. If a currency 
pair was in a down trend before the pennant began to form, it is a bearish 
continuation pattern. Pennants usually form over shorter periods of time.  

Pennants all have the following five characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—down-trending level of resistance that 
is converging with the support level.

 Support level (B)—up-trending level of support that is 
converging with the resistance level.

 Flag pole (C)—the trend preceding the formation of the 
pennant. The flag pole spans the distance from the beginning of the 
trend to the highest point of the pennant (bullish pennant), or the flag 
pole spans the distance from the beginning of the trend to the lowest 
point of the pennant (bearish pennant).

- Pennants 

- Flags 

- Wedges 

- Triangles 
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 Breakout point (D)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the down-trending level of resistance (bullish 
pennant), or the point at which the currency pair breaks down below 
the up-trending level of support (bearish pennant). 

 

 Price projection (E)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the pennant formation 
(bearish pennant), or the price to which the currency pair will most 
likely rise after it has broken out of the pennant formation (bullish 
pennant). The distance the currency pair is projected to move is equal 
to the height of the flag pole. 
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Flags 
Flags are continuation patterns that form as the price of a currency pair 
pulls back from the predominant trend in a parallel channel. Flags can be 
either bullish or bearish, depending on what the trend was before the flag 
began to form. If a currency pair was in an up trend before the flag began 
to form, it is a bullish continuation pattern. If a currency pair was in a down 
trend before the flag began to form, it is a bearish continuation pattern. 
Flags usually form over shorter periods of time.  

 

Flags all have the following five characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—down-trending level of resistance that 
is parallel with the support level (bullish flag), or an up-trending level 
of resistance that is parallel with the support level (bearish flag). 
 

 Support level (B)—down-trending level of support that is 
parallel with the resistance level (bullish flag), or an up-trending level 
of support that is parallel with the resistance level (bearish flag). 

 

 

 Flag pole (C)—the trend preceding the formation of the flag. The 
flag pole spans the distance from the beginning of the trend to the 
highest point of the flag (bullish flag), or the flag pole spans the 
distance from the beginning of the trend to the lowest point of the 
flag (bearish flag). 
 

 Breakout point (D)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the down-trending level of resistance (bullish flag), or 
the point at which the currency pair breaks down below the up-
trending level of support (bearish flag). 
 

 Price projection (E)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the flag formation (bearish 
flag), or the price to which the currency pair will most likely rise after it 
has broken out of the flag formation (bullish flag). The distance the 
currency pair is projected to move is equal to the height of the flag 
pole. 
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Wedges 
Wedges are continuation patterns that form as the price of a currency pair 
pulls back from the predominant trend and moves into a tighter and 
tighter consolidation range. Wedges can be either bullish or bearish, 
depending on what the trend was before the wedge began to form. If a 
currency pair was in an up trend before the wedge began to form, it is a 
bullish continuation pattern. If a currency pair was in a down trend before 
the wedge began to form, it is a bearish continuation pattern. Wedges 
usually form over shorter periods of time.  

Wedges all have the following five characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—down-trending level of resistance that 
is converging with the support level (bullish wedge), or an up-trending 
level of resistance that is converging with the support level (bearish 
wedge). 
 

 Support level (B)—down-trending level of support that is 
converging with the resistance level (bullish wedge), or an up-
trending level of support that is converging with the resistance level 
(bearish wedge). 
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 Flag pole (C)—the trend preceding the formation of the wedge. 
The flag pole spans the distance from the beginning of the trend to 
the highest point of the wedge (bullish wedge), or the flag pole spans 
the distance from the beginning of the trend to the lowest point of 
the wedge (bearish wedge). 

 

 Breakout point (D)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the down-trending level of resistance (bullish 
wedge), or the point at which the currency pair breaks down below 
the up-trending level of support (bearish wedge). 

 

 Price projection (E)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the wedge formation (bearish 
wedge), or the price to which the currency pair will most likely rise 
after it has broken out of the wedge formation (bullish wedge). The 
distance the currency pair is projected to move is equal to the height 
of the flag pole. 
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Triangles 
Triangles are continuation patterns that form as the price of a currency 
pair hits a flat level of support or resistance and begins moving into a 
tighter and tighter consolidation range. Triangles can be either bullish or 
bearish, depending on what the trend was before the wedge began to 
form. If a currency pair was in an up trend before the triangle began to 
form, it is a bullish continuation pattern. If a currency pair was in a down 
trend before the triangle began to form, it is a bearish continuation 
pattern. Triangles usually form over longer periods of time.  

Triangles all have the following five characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—horizontal level of resistance (bullish, 
or ascending triangle), or a down-trending level of resistance that is 
converging with the support level (bearish, or descending triangle). 
 

 Support level (B)—up-trending level of support that is 
converging with the resistance level (bullish, or ascending triangle), or 
a horizontal level of support (bearish, or descending triangle). 

 

 

 Flag pole (C)—the trend preceding the formation of the triangle. 
The flag pole spans the distance from the beginning of the trend to 
the highest point of the triangle (bullish, or ascending triangle), or the 
flag pole spans the distance from the beginning of the trend to the 
lowest point of the triangle (bearish, or descending triangle). 
 

 Breakout point (D)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the horizontal level of resistance (bullish, or 
ascending triangle), or the point at which the currency pair breaks 
down below the horizontal level of support (bearish, or descending 
triangle). 
 

 Price projection (E)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the triangle formation 
(bearish, or descending triangle), or the price to which the currency 
pair will most likely rise after it has broken out of the triangle 
formation (bullish, or ascending triangle). The distance the currency 
pair is projected to move is equal to the height of the flag pole. 
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Reversal Patterns 
As we know, Forex traders continually ask themselves the question, “Can 
the trend continue?”. Deciding whether a trend is over and if it is time to 
trade against the previous trend is difficult. You can never know if a 
currency pair is going to turn around and start moving in the opposite 
direction. Or can you know? 

Reversal patterns give you advanced warning when a currency pair is likely 
to turn around and begin a new trend and how far the currency pair is 
likely to move in the opposite direction. Of course, reversal patterns are 
not infallible, but they do put the odds of success in your favour. 

 

Take some time to become acquainted with the following price reversal 
patterns: 

- Double tops/bottoms    

- Triple tops/bottoms   

- Head-and-shoulders top/bottoms   
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Double Tops/Bottoms 
Double tops/bottoms are reversal patterns that form as the price of a 
currency pair hits a support or resistance level two times before the 
currency pair turns around and moves in the opposite direction. Double 
tops are bearish reversal patterns and double bottoms are bullish reversal 
patterns. If a currency pair is in an up trend, it will form a double top. If a 
currency pair is in a down trend, it will form a double bottom. Double 
tops/bottoms usually form over longer periods of time.  

 

Double tops/bottoms all have the following four characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
resistance. 
 

 Support level (B)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
support. 
 

 Breakout point (C)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the horizontal level of resistance (double bottom), or 
the point at which the currency pair breaks down below the horizontal 
level of support (double top). 

 

 Price projection (D)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the double-top formation, or 
the price to which the currency pair will most likely rise after it has 
broken out of the double-bottom formation. The distance the 
currency pair is projected to move is equal to the distance between 
the support and resistance levels. 
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Triple Tops/Bottoms 
Triple tops/bottoms are reversal patterns that form as the price of a 
currency pair hits a support or resistance level three times before the 
currency pair turns around and moves in the opposite direction. Triple tops 
are bearish reversal patterns and triple bottoms are bullish reversal 
patterns. If a currency pair is in an up trend, it will form a triple top. If a 
currency pair is in a down trend, it will form a triple bottom. Triple 
tops/bottoms usually form over longer periods of time.  

 

Triple tops/bottoms all have the following four characteristics: 

 Resistance level (A)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
resistance. 
 

 Support level (B)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
support. 
 

 Breakout point (C)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the horizontal level of resistance (triple bottom), or 
the point at which the currency pair breaks down below the horizontal 
level of support (triple top). 
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 Price projection (D)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the triple-top formation, or 
the price to which the currency pair will most likely rise after it has 
broken out of the triple-bottom formation. The distance the currency 
pair is projected to move is equal to the distance between the support 
and resistance levels. 
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Head-and-Shoulders Tops/Bottoms 
Head-and-shoulders tops are reversal patterns that form as the price of a 
currency pair hits a resistance level (forming the first shoulder), then 
breaks through the first resistance level and hits a higher resistance level 
(forming the head) and then hits the first resistance level again (forming 
the second shoulder).  

Head-and-shoulders bottoms are reversal patterns that form as the price 
of a currency pair hits a support level (forming the first shoulder), then 
breaks through the first support level and hits a lower support level 
(forming the head) and then hits the first support level again (forming the 
second shoulder).  

Head-and-shoulders tops are bearish reversal patterns and head-and-
shoulders bottoms are bullish reversal patterns. If a currency pair is in an 
up trend, it will form a head-and-shoulders top. If a currency pair is in a 
down trend, it will form a head-and-shoulders bottom. Head-and-
shoulders tops/bottoms usually form over long periods of time.  

 

 

Head-and-shoulders tops/bottoms all have the following five 
characteristics: 

 Left shoulder (A)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
resistance (head-and-shoulders top), or a horizontal, or slightly 
angled, level of support (head-and-shoulders bottom). 
 

 Head (B)—higher horizontal, or slightly angled, level of resistance 
(head-and-shoulders top), or a lower horizontal, or slightly angled, 
level of support (head-and-shoulders bottom). 
 

 Right shoulder (C)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
resistance that is in line with the left shoulder (head-and-shoulders 
top), or a horizontal, or slightly angled, level of support that is in line 
with the left shoulder (head-and-shoulders bottom). 
 

 Neckline (D)—horizontal, or slightly angled, level of support 
(head-and-shoulders top), or a horizontal, or slightly angled, level of 
resistance (head-and-shoulders bottom). 
 

 Breakout point (E)—the point at which the currency pair 
breaks up above the neckline (head-and-shoulders bottom), or the 
point at which the currency pair breaks down below the neckline 
(head-and-shoulders top). 
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 Price projection (F)—the price to which the currency pair will 
most likely fall after it has broken out of the head-and-shoulders top 
formation, or the price to which the currency pair will most likely rise 
after it has broken out of the head-and-shoulders bottom formation. 
The distance the currency pair is projected to move is equal to the 
distance between the head and the neckline. 
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Disclaimer 

The curriculum is produced for the purposes of general education. 

None of the information contained herein constitutes an offer to purchase or sell a financial instrument or to make any investments. 
Cornertrader and / or Corner Bank do not take into account your personal investment objectives or financial situation and make no 
representation, and assume no liability to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided, nor for any loss arising from any 
investment based on a recommendation, forecast or other information supplied from any employee of Corner Bank, third party, or otherwise. 
Trades in accordance with the recommendations in an analysis, especially, but not limited to, leveraged investments such as foreign exchange 
trading and investment in derivatives, can be very speculative and may result in losses as well as profits. You should carefully consider your 
financial situation and consult your financial advisor(s) in order to understand the risks involved and ensure the suitability of your situation prior 
to making any investment or entering into any transactions. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. Any opinions 
made may be personal to the author and may not reflect the opinions of Cornertrader and/ or Corner Bank. Furthermore, please refer to 
Corner Bank and Cornertrader full General Disclaimer. 
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